Harmaline Attenuates Voltage-Sensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) Currents in Neurons of the Inferior Olive
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**ABSTRACT - Purpose.** Harmaline is one member of a class of tremorgenic harmala alkaloids that have been implicated in neuroprotective effects and neurodegenerative disorders. It has been reported to interact with several neurotransmitter receptors as well as ion exchangers and voltage-sensitive channels. One site of harmaline action in the brain is the inferior olive (IO). Either local or systemic harmaline injection has been reported to increase spiking rate and coherence in the inferior olive and this activation is thought to produce tremor and ataxia through inferior olivary neuron activation of target neurons in the cerebellum, but the cellular mechanism is not yet known. **Methods.** Here, we have performed whole cell voltage-clamp and current clamp recordings from olivary neurons in brain slices derived from newborn rats. **Results.** We found that both transient low-voltage activated (LVA) and sustained high voltage-activated (HVA) Ca\(^{2+}\) currents are significantly attenuated by 0.125 – 0.25 mM harmaline applied to the bath and that this attenuation is partially reversible. In current clamp recordings, spike-afterhyperpolarization complexes were evoked by brief positive current injections. Harmaline produced a small attenuation of spike amplitude, but large spike broadening associated with attenuation of the fast and medium afterhyperpolarization. **Conclusion.** Our data suggest that one mode of olivary neuron activation by harmaline involves attenuation of both HVA and LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) conductances and consequent attenuation of Ca\(^{2+}\)-sensitive K\(^+\) conductances resulting in spike broadening and attenuation of the afterhyperpolarization. Both of HVA and LVA attenuation also suggests a role to regulate intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), thereby to protect neurons from apoptosis.

This article is open to **POST-PUBLICATION REVIEW.** Registered readers (see “For Readers”) may comment by clicking on ABSTRACT on the issue’s contents page.

**INTRODUCTION**

Harmaline is a β-carboline, which, together with related compounds harmane and norharmane, is present in the human food chain. These compounds have been detected in a wide variety of tissues including liver, heart, kidney, blood and brain. Their pharmacological actions are broad: they have been reported to bind GABA-A receptors (1, 2), activate 5HT\(_2\)A and 5HT\(_2\)C receptors (3), block Na\(^+-\)proton exchange (4, 5), and protect apoptosis by inhibiting monoamine oxidase (6).

A prominent toxic effect of harmaline is that its use produces a stereotyped generalized tremor in a number of mammalian species (7-10) and has been proposed as a model for essential tremor seen in certain neurodegenerative diseases (11-14). Both recording and lesion studies have indicated that the main target for harmaline in inducing tremor is the inferior olive (IO) (9, 15-17). Recordings have shown that harmaline activation of the inferior olive results in enhanced activity which is transmitted to the cerebellar cortex by climbing fibers. Transection of the inferior cerebellar peduncle, where the climbing fibers run, blocks harmaline-induced tremor (16), indicating that cerebellar activation is required.

How does harmaline activate the neurons of the inferior olive? Classic microelectrode current clamp recordings by Llinás and Yarom (1986) first characterized two modes of action of harmaline in inferior olivary neurons: hyperpolarization, resulting in deinactivation of LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) channels, and a positive shift of the activation curve for low threshold Ca\(^{2+}\) spikes (18). More recently, LVA current was suggested to be carried by T-type channel Ca\(_{3.1}\) that plays an essential role (17).
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This notion is further substantiated by the fact that hamaline induced tremor can be suppressed by T-type antagonists (19). In the inferior olive, HVA, mostly carried by the P/Q channel Ca,2.1 subunit (20) is closely regulated with LVA and is also implicated in IO rhythmicity (21). The disturbance of IO rhythmicity underlies the etiology of essential tremor. However, it is still elusive how LVA interacts with other conductances such as HVA and Ca\(^{2+}\) dependant potassium currents under harmaline effects.

In addition to its toxic effect on Purkinje cells (45) caused by increased olivary neuronal excitability, harmaline is also implicated to have a neuroprotective effect against neuronal apoptosis (22), as it attenuates Ca\(^{2+}\) entry to reduce intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), a critical process for Ca\(^{2+}\) apoptosis (23). The LVA current is transient, and HVA is sustained. The relevant conductances are distributed differentially on somata and distal dendrites, implicating different roles in Ca\(^{2+}\) homeostasis. Additionally, HVA is suggested to be more sensitive to harmaline than LVA (22). Here we have revisited these issues and examined both HVA and LVA channels by recording from olivary neurons in brain slices of newborn rats using whole-cell patch clamp recording techniques that allow for voltage-clamp and current-clamp analysis. Part of this paper was reported as an abstract at 2012 Neuroscience Meeting, New Orleans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of slices containing the inferior olive

Sprague-Dawley rats, 11 to 14 days old (either sex, Charles River), were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated with a guillotine. The bone and dura covering the cortical surface were carefully peeled away and the brain was removed. The rostral part of the brain was glued to the stage of a Leica VT1000S vibrating slicer and submerged in a chamber containing ACSF in which Na\(^+\) was substituted with glycerol (in mM: glycerol, 208; NaHCO3, 26; NaH2PO4 1.25; KCl, 5; MgSO4, 3; CaCl2, 0.5; Na-L-ascorbate; 10; Na-pyruvate, 3; glucose, 10) (24). This solution was aerated with 95% O\(_2\) and 5% CO\(_2\) yielding a pH of 7.4. Five or six transverse slices (250–300 \(\mu\)m thick) were obtained by slicing the region between the spinal cord and the rostral part of the cerebellar cortex. The slices were allowed to recover in an incubation chamber at 35°C for at least 30 min. The chamber contained normal artificial cerebrospinal fluid solution (in mM: NaCl, 124; KCl, 2.5; MgCl2, 1.3; CaCl2, 2.5; NaH2PO4, 1; NaHCO3, 26.2; glucose, 20; pH 7.4, equilibrated with 95% O\(_2\) and 5% CO\(_2\), ~310 mosm). Animal use and experimental methods were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

Whole-Cell Recordings

Voltage-clamp recordings were made at 30-33°C in a chamber perfused with modified ACSF (in mM: NaCl, 112; KCl, 2.5; MgCl2, 1; CaCl2 2.5; NaH2PO4, 1; NaHCO3, 26; glucose, 22; tetraethylammonium-Cl, 10; tetrodotoxin, 0.0005; pH 7.4) which flowed at 4 ml/min. Patch electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass and had resistances of 1.5 - 2.0 M\(\Omega\) when filled with a Cs-based intracellular solution for voltage clamp recording (in mM: CsF, 103; NaCl, 5; Heps, 10; EGTA free acid, 10; Na2-ATP, 4; GTP, 0.4; MgCl2, 4; CaCl2, 1; QX-314-Br, 1; tetraethylammonium-Cl, 10; phosphocreatine-tris, 7; pH 7.3, ~290 mosm).

The inferior olive was identified in the slices using a 5x objective mounted on an upright microscope with transmitted light, and the olivary neuron somata were then visualized through a 40x water immersion objective using infrared differential interference contrast optics (Figure S1). Whole-cell somatic recordings were made using an Axopatch 200B amplifier in combination with PCLAMP 9.0 software (Molecular Devices). Cells were voltage-clamped at −80 mV. \(R_{\text{series}}\) and \(R_{\text{input}}\) were monitored using a 2.5 mV 100 ms depolarizing voltage step in each recording sweep, and recordings were discontinued if changes in \(R_{\text{series}}\) or \(R_{\text{input}}\) were larger than 20%, or if changes in baseline current amplitudes were larger than 10%. Current traces were filtered at 1 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz using a Digidata 1322A interface, and stored for off-line analysis. Ca\(^{2+}\) currents were corrected for leak and capacitative currents by subtracting a scaled current elicited by a +5 mV step from the holding potential.
Figure S1. An illustration of the recording location in the inferior olive. A) The plane of a coronal section for a brain slice. B) The location of recording illustrated in an adult rat brain atlas. The inferior olive is shaded on the left side. IOM, inferior olive nucleus, medial; IOD, inferior olive nucleus, dorsal; IODM, inferior olive nucleus, dorsal medial subnucleus; IOPr, principle inferior olive nucleus, rostral subnucleus. C) Low power transmitted light view of the inferior olive. D) High power view of olivary neuron soma with patch pipette using DIC optics. Scale bars: A, 5 mm; B, 1 mm; C, 0.5 mm; D, 20 μm.

For current clamp recording, the same external saline was used and the internal saline contained (in mM): K-Gluconate, 122; NaCl, 9; MgCl₂, 1.8; Na₂ATP, 4; GTP, 0.4; Hepes, 9; EGTA, 0.5; phosphocreatine-tris; 14 (pH 7.3, 290 mosm). Using an Axopatch 200B amplifier, whole cell mode was achieved initially in the voltage clamp configuration. Then, the recording was switched into current clamp mode. The resting membrane potential was monitored for more than ten minutes. The experiment was discontinued if the resting membrane potential became more positive than -40 mV. The action potential traces were filtered at 5 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz. The action potential was continually monitored for six minutes, and if there was no threshold change, the harmaline perfusion commenced. All group data are reported as mean ± SEM. All P values were determined against controls, using a two-tailed Student’s t-test to determine significance between the groups; P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

The recordings described in this paper were obtained from 86 neurons in the principal and medial accessory olivary subnuclei (25). Whole cell recordings from visualized olivary neuron somata were performed (Figure S1). In order to isolate voltage-sensitive Ca²⁺ currents, recordings were made using a Cs/TEA-based internal saline supplemented with QX-314 and a Na⁺-based external saline supplemented with TTX and TEA. Low QX-134 was used to block sodium channels...
without significantly affecting both LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents (26, 27). In contrast to Park et al (17), we either did not use HVA blocker in the intracellular solution or in the external ACSF so that we could examine both HVA and LVA simultaneously. To record voltage-sensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) currents, the command voltage was initially set to -80 mV and 100 msec long depolarizing steps were then delivered to a series of target voltages to evoke Ca\(^{2+}\) currents (Figure 1). In some cases, the depolarizing pulse was preceded by a 50 msec long step hyperpolarization to -105 mV to deinactivate the channels of interest. Consistent with previous observations in other types of neurons, transient Ca\(^{2+}\) currents were elicited with low threshold steps (to about -55 mV) while sustained currents required larger depolarization (to about -30 mV). Also consistent with previous observations, the transient LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents were significantly potentiated by a hyperpolarizing prepulse while the sustained HVA currents were largely unaffected. For steps to -55 mV, without hyperpolarizing prepulses, the peak current amplitude was -1160 ± 226 pA (mean ± SEM, n = 9) and the sustained Ca\(^{2+}\) current, measured at the depolarizing pulse offset, was -63 ± 6 pA (Figure 1A). For steps to -30 mV, without hyperpolarizing prepulses, the peak current amplitude was -2640 ± 471 pA and the sustained Ca\(^{2+}\) current, measured at the depolarizing pulse offset, was -1787 ± 377 pA (Figure 1B). When hyperpolarizing prepulses were employed, for steps to -55 mV, the peak current amplitude was -1160 ± 226 pA (mean ± SEM, n = 9) and the sustained Ca\(^{2+}\) current, measured at the depolarizing pulse offset, was -63 ± 6 pA (Figure 1A). For steps to -30 mV, the peak current amplitude was -2640 ± 471 pA and the sustained Ca\(^{2+}\) current, measured at the depolarizing pulse offset, was -1787 ± 377 pA (Figure 1B). Current-voltage relations showing the voltage dependence of activation are shown for an exemplar cell (left) and the entire population (right) in Figure 1B. These reveal that the deinactivation from the hyperpolarizing prepulse shifted the voltage dependence of LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) channel activation in the hyperpolarizing (leftward) direction.

Rundown is always a concern in sustained recording of voltage-sensitive currents (28-31). Figure 2 showed long-term control recordings to illustrate that rundown was minimal in our conditions. For steps to -55 mV, used to record transient LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) current in isolation, peak Ca\(^{2+}\) current at t = 35 min was 100 ± 3 % of baseline values (n= 6). For steps to -30 mV, used to record mixed transient and sustained HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents, peak Ca\(^{2+}\) current at t = 25 min was 100 ± 3 % of baseline values, and sustained Ca\(^{2+}\) current at t = 25 min was 100 ± 5 % of baseline values (n=4). This recording condition is more stable than that (6 min) performed previously (22). Thus, the present conditions allowed for reasonably stable recordings of Ca\(^{2+}\) currents over the 25 min time course used here.

Following 8 min of baseline recording, harmaline (0.25 mM) was added to the bath, where it remained for 6 min before washout (Figure 3). Depolarizing steps to -55 mV evoked a transient LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) current, that was strongly attenuated by harmaline (60 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 15 min, n = 9; student test, P<0.05) and which showed partial recovery upon washout (84 ± 4 % of baseline at t = 30 min). When depolarizing steps to -30 mV were used, Ca\(^{2+}\) currents were evoked with both transient and sustained HVA components, both of which were attenuated (peak current: 75 ± 2 % of baseline; sustained current: 79 ± 2 % of baseline, at t = 15 min, n = 7; student test, P<0.01) and both of which showed partial recovery upon washout (peak current: 88 ± 3 % of baseline at t = 25 min; sustained current: 84 ± 3 % of baseline at t = 25 min).

When this application protocol was repeated in different cells, now with a lower dose, 0.125 mM harmaline, attenuation of LVA was still observed (P<0.05, n=10; Dep= -55 mV; Figure 5), but the attenuation was not significant for HVA (P>0.05, n=8; Dep= -30 mV). LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) current, was strongly attenuated by harmaline (72 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 15 min, n = 10), which showed partial recovery upon washout (81 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 30 min). Both transient and sustained HVA components were attenuated (peak current: 82 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 15 min; sustained current: 85 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 15 min, n = 8) and both showed partial recovery upon washout (peak current: 88 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 20 min; sustained current: 90 ± 2 % of baseline at t = 20 min). Similar results were seen when these experiments were performed without hyperpolarizing prepulses, which is closer to a normal physiological state (Figure 4 and 5). Figure 5 shows a bar graph summary of all of the experiments performed to evaluate the effects of harmaline on voltage-sensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) currents. The main finding: both LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents
were attenuated by 0.25 mM harmaline for the protocol with hyperpolarizing prepulses, although the effect of harmaline on LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents was sometimes not in parallel with that on HVA.

In a separate set of experiments, harmaline was applied to a cell recorded in current clamp mode with a K-based internal saline (Figure 6). The 23 olivary neurons recorded in current clamp mode showed a wide range of resting potentials, from -45 to -72 mV, with a mean of \(-53 \pm 2\) mV (mean \(\pm\) sem). When harmaline (0.125 – 0.25 mM) was applied for 6 min, hyperpolarization was produced in 9 of 23 neurons (range: -7 to -33 mV; mean = \(-18 \pm 2\) mV) and no significant change was seen in the remaining 14 neurons (mean = \(+3 \pm 1\) mV). Interestingly, the hyperpolarization produced by bath-applied harmaline did not reverse, even upon sustained washout, in notable contrast to harmaline’s effects on Ca\(^{2+}\) currents. Only 9 out of 23 olivary neurons recorded here showed subthreshold oscillations (data not shown), consistent with previous recordings in newborn tissues (32).

\[\text{Figure 1. Voltage-sensitive Ca}^{2+}\text{ currents recorded in olivary neurons. A) Representative current traces with and without a hyperpolarizing prepulse designed to deinactivate Ca}^{2+}\text{ channels. B) Current voltage relations for a family of depolarizing current steps. The left panel shows a representative cell and the right panel shows the mean current amplitudes normalized to maximum current. Error bars represent SEM in this and all subsequent figures.}\]
Figure 2. Voltage-sensitive Ca\textsuperscript{2+} currents can be recorded continuously in olivary neurons with minimal rundown. A) Exemplar current traces recorded from a single olivary neuron. Peak current is plotted for the LVA Ca\textsuperscript{2+} currents evoked by steps to -55 mV (left) while both peak and sustained Ca\textsuperscript{2+} current are plotted for HVA Ca\textsuperscript{2+} currents evoked by steps to -30 mV (right). B) Population time course records are normalized to the baseline period 6-8 min.

Action potentials were evoked by injection of depolarizing current (1.2 - 2.2 nA for 20 msec). As previously described (33, 34), current injection in neurons resting at more depolarized potentials, evoked spikes with a Ca\textsuperscript{2+} plateau around 0 mV (Figure 6A and C), while current injections in cells resting at more hyperpolarized potentials evoked spikes with a narrower Ca\textsuperscript{2+} plateau around -60 mV (Figure 6B). Harmaline produced a small attenuation of spike amplitude (90.8 ± 2.8 percent of baseline, n = 9). However, it should be cautioned that these recordings were made using an Axopatch 200B, which is not a true voltage-follower amplifier. Thus, fast events in current clamp, like the peak of the action potential, are subject to some distortion. In 8 of 19 neurons, harmaline produced a change characterized by a broadening of the spike and an attenuation of the afterhyperpolarization (AHP). An index of the spike width was determined by measuring the width duration at a point 15 mV depolarized from the resting potential. This was 20 ±2.7 msec before harmaline and 34 ± 4 msec after harmaline (n = 8). Exemplar traces showing this effect may be seen in Figure 6. Spike broadening in the subpopulation of cells hyperpolarized by harmaline showed an increase to 352 ± 68 percent of baseline (n= 2) and an increase to 133± 3 percent of baseline in those cells not hyperpolarized by harmaline (n = 6). In the 7 cells which showed a clear AHP, the AHP amplitude (measured as the peak amplitude difference from the resting potential) was reduced to 71 ± 10 % of baseline (n = 5) and the AHP latency (measured as the delay between the peak of the spike and the peak of the AHP) was increased to 159.9 ± 17.1 percent of baseline. In another two cells, the AHP was slightly increased.
DISCUSSION

The main finding of this study is that harmaline, delivered at a concentration of 0.125 or 0.25 mM, attenuated both LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents in neurons of the inferior olive in brain slices derived from newborn rats. The concentrations we investigated for both voltage and current clamp recording are larger than that Park et al used (0.001~0.1 mM) for voltage clamp, but slightly smaller than that used for current clamp recording (0.1 mg/ml or 0.35 mM) (17). Thus, harmaline effects from voltage clamp and current clamp in our preparations are comparable. Albeit a smaller change, the HVA attenuation becomes apparent since we adopted a modified protocol that allows a longer harmaline perfusion to be monitored (Figure 2). A secondary finding is that, in current clamp recordings from these neurons, harmaline produced a significant alteration in evoked spikes, consisting of a broadening of the spike and attenuation of the AHP. This effect on spikes was sometimes, but not always, accompanied by hyperpolarization of the resting potential. One suggestion, which remains unproven, is the attenuation of Ca\(^{2+}\) currents produced by harmaline results in reduced activation of Ca\(^{2+}\)-sensitive K\(^+\) conductances, thereby underlying its effects on the spike/AHP complex.

The present findings confirm some aspects of the microelectrode recordings of Llinás and Yarom (1986) in guinea pigs or Park et al in mice (17). Like them, we found that harmaline could sometimes produce a hyperpolarization of olivary neurons. They reported that the low-threshold Ca\(^{2+}\) spike (recorded in TTX) was activated at more positive potentials with harmaline, and suggested that harmaline shifts the voltage-dependence of deinactivation of LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) channels in the positive direction, thereby making more LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) channels available to open at positive potentials.
Figure 4. Harmaline, at a concentration of 0.25 mM, attenuates LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents. These experiments were performed using a recording protocol with no hyperpolarizing prepulse. A) Exemplar current traces recorded from a single olivary neuron. Peak current is plotted for the LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents evoked by steps to -55 mV during application of 0.25 mM harmaline. B) Population time course records normalized to the baseline period 6-8 min.

Figure 5. A summary graph showing inhibition of HVA and LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents by harmaline using various depolarization protocols. The numbers above each bar are the N for that group. Asterisks indicate significant difference from pre-harmaline treatment (*P<0.05).
Figure 6. Harmaline broadens Ca\(^{2+}\) spikes, attenuates AHPs and sometimes produced hyperpolarization. Current traces from three exemplar cells are shown (from a population of 21). 

A) A cell with a resting potential of ~ -44 mV showed no hyperpolarization upon harmaline application, but exhibited broadening of a high-threshold Ca\(^{2+}\) spike and AHP attenuation.

B) A cell with a resting potential of ~ -66 mV showed significant hyperpolarization upon harmaline application and broadening of the low-threshold Ca\(^{2+}\) spike.

C) A cell with a resting potential of ~ -50 mV showed no hyperpolarization upon harmaline application and, in fact, displayed a modest depolarization. Broadening of the high-threshold Ca\(^{2+}\) spike and attenuation of the AHP are evident.
Our results address and extend these observations in some useful ways. First, we find that both LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) conductances are affected by harmaline. This is consistent with our observation that both low and high-threshold spikes show broadening/AHP attenuation. Second, we find that harmaline produces attenuation, not enhancement of LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents and this attenuation is seen in conditions where LVA channel inactivation is largely removed by a hyperpolarizing prepulse. One caveat in interpreting our results is that our recordings were made in newborn tissue which may have different properties than that seen in the adult inferior olive. Our results are in general agreement with those of Splettstoesser et al. who studied harmaline effects on Ca\(^{2+}\) currents in cultured rat dorsal root ganglion neurons (22). They reported attenuation of both LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents by 0.1 mM harmaline, although in their recordings, the effect on HVA current was somewhat larger than that on LVA current, whereas our recordings from olivary neurons showed the opposite sensitivity. It is also worthwhile noting that higher doses of harmaline (to 0.5 mM) also produced small attenuations of voltages-sensitive Na\(^{+}\) and K\(^{+}\) conductances in dorsal root ganglion neurons (22).

Neurons in the inferior olive show strong subthreshold oscillations (18, 35) and these become widespread around postnatal day 16 in rats (32). Neurons in the inferior olive are also electrotonically coupled (36) by gap junctions (37) that typically require the protein connexin 36 (38). It was hypothesized that gap junctional coupling was required to synchronize the activity of a population of olivary neurons and thereby generate the tremor and ataxia produced by harmaline (39, 40). However, while connexin 36 null mice showed asynchronous oscillatory activity in simultaneously recorded neuron pairs, they still showed robust tremors and ataxia in response to harmaline (38). This result suggests that electrotonic coupling is not necessary for the tremorgenic effects of harmaline.

Several lines of evidence indicate that the inferior olive is the primary action site of harmaline for tremogenesis and ataxia (8, 9, 17, 41). However, the actions of harmaline that produce activation of olivary neurons remain incompletely described and are likely to be complex given the wide range of harmaline’s molecular targets. Here we show that harmaline attenuates LVA and HVA Ca\(^{2+}\) currents in olivary neurons and produces spike broadening and AHP attenuation. We suggest that these phenomena are related through a reduction in the activation of Ca-sensitive K\(^{+}\) channels. Interestingly, in \textit{in vivo} recordings in Purkinje cells, apamin increases rhythmicity in complex spikes, whereas charybdotoxin causes decreased rhythmic complex spikes (42). Harmaline has similar effect to that of apamin (43), which suggests an apamin-sensitive K\(^{+}\) channel is essential for the underlying mechanism. Further work conducted in slices of the inferior olive indicated that apamin- but not charybdotoxin-sensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) activated K\(^{+}\) currents play a major role in the afterhyperpolarization (44). Nevertheless, our hypothesis awaits testing in future work.

The harmaline effect on HVA and LVA causes increased excitability of olivary neurons, causing excessive glutamate release at climbing fiber-PC synapses, which triggers Purkinje cell apoptosis (45). Presumably, harmaline effects to both HVA and LVA on Purkinje cells also attenuate Ca\(^{2+}\) entry into the cells, which protect the cells from death, since excessive intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) increase also triggers apoptosis (23). In addition, harmaline inhibits monoamine oxidase directly to reduce free radicals and block the oxidative pathway, a key process to trigger glutamate neuronal toxicity (6). The overall harmaline effect is an interplay between its neurotoxic and protective effects that cause tremor as well as ataxia.

**CONCLUSIONS**

These data suggest that one mode of olivary neuron activation by harmaline involves attenuation of both HVA and LVA Ca\(^{2+}\) conductances and consequent attenuation of Ca-sensitive K\(^{+}\) conductances resulting in spike broadening and attenuation of the afterhyperpolarization, which triggers tremogenesis. HVA and LVA attenuation also implicates its role, to a lesser extent in ataxia, and neuroprotection of neuronal apoptosis.
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